Professional Gunfighters							Michael Pruess
	Will Kane of High Noon and Shane of Shane are gunfighters, those with exceptional gun-wielding abilities. Much like their counterparts (villains who use their abilities for harm), they are somewhat separated from society by these abilities. They stand out from their fellow citizens while amongst them, and they will at some point actually leave them, leaving society behind and moving on. In Kane's case, he leaves town with his wife, likely to never come back, seeking a new home after being tossed out by a town that, in the face of adversity, chose to "open the gates" for the villains rather than support the gunfighter hero. In Shane's case, he heads off into the nothingness of wilderness and possible death, abandoning the people whose lifestyle he saved. Kane and Shane are similar in that they are in a place whose people need protection from some kind of evil, and they are the only ones who can protect the people of their respective places, and they then leave their respective places.
	They are similar in that they are both extremely capable, and in that they have pasts they are trying to forget. It is also a possibility that these pasts are being atoned for when they go up against the villains of their films. In both cases, the films have a climax of a gunfight between the hero and multiple enemies. 
	But be these similarities as they may, the stories are not entirely similar. Kane and Shane have fairly different personalities. Kane wants to gather the support of his townspeople and deal with his nemesis Frank Miller in a law-abiding manner, with a posse. Shane chooses to go alone, and not to accept help from anyone, as he goes into town to fight Ryker and Wilson. We see the townsfolk abandon Kane and the homesteaders do their best to support Shane (perhaps common folk don't like doing what the gunfighter wants them to). Also, in the end, Kane leaves town with his wife but Shane leaves with nothing but a few bullet holes. This is not a result of either receiving or not receiving help; I would contend that this is a signal from the filmmakers that Kane is a more honorable/good person. While his abandonment at the hands of the townsfolk might seem to indicate that he is in the wrong somehow, the fact that he (definitely) survives (and with his marriage intact) to me indicates that his method of approaching the trouble at hand was more "correct" than Shane's, that though the townsfolk weren't going to do anything, asking them for help and relying on others and being democratic was the right thing to do.
	
